Objective: To evaluate the cancer classification techniques based on sensitivity, specificity and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The significant role played by the Medical and healthcare as a giant industry in scaling up the standard of living of the human beings knows no bounds. In this regard, the image based medical diagnosis has surfaced as one of the vital service segments in this domain. Of late, a volley of consistent endeavors has been carried out in the CAD by means of the medical images to boost the morale of a clinician in the investigation of the medical images. In fact, the assessment of the medical images by a clinician is invariably qualitative in nature and is likely to change from individual to individual (1) . In this connection, the automatic diagnosis is capable of extending a helping hand to the pathologists by furnishing them with second opinions, thereby considerably scaling down the workload. The automated diagnostic systems have been widely employed and have surfaced as a subject of zooming enthusiasm for a diversity of medical data embracing the medical signals and medical images (2) . The diagnosing diseases concerned encompass the breast cancer, blood diseases, eye diseases, brain tumors, thyroid cancer, kidney, lung, leukemia cancer and the like. By the term "Classification" what is meant is the process of assigning a physical object or incident into one of a group of specified categories (3) . The automated image classification systems with superior precision are a sine-qua-non for the real-time applications.
Fundamentally, the classification can be subdivided into two distinct groups such as the unsupervised classification and the supervised classification (4). The general architecture diagram of classification is shown in Figure 1 .
Classification techniques of brain tumor
The brain tumors represent the anomalous and unrestrained propagations of the cells, certain kinds of tumors originating in the brain itself and are known as the primary tumors. Other types of tumors extend to this location from some other portion in the body by means of metastasis, and are known as the secondary tumors (5, 6) . Kumar et.al, (7) Fantastically flagged off an innovative automated method which utilized the textural features to explain the blocks of each and every MRI slice along with the parallel features. Further, it is home to the supervised feed-forward back-propagation neural network method which is effectively employed to categorize the normal or abnormal images. The Artificial neural networks utilized for the brain image categorization are also computationally hard and do not ensure superior precision (9) . With an eye on effectively identifying the Brain Tumor cells, a novel clustering approach dependent on the FCM can be elegantly carried out (13) . In this regard, the Clustering method training is efficiently performed by means of the pixel features with qualities of each and every group (14) . During the course of segmentation of the image, there is a feast of roadblocks encountered as the brain structure achieved is incredibly complicated and does not represent smooth imagery.
Hence, for the purpose of the defined recognized, an appropriated algorithm has to be made use of. Thus, by employing the FCM the cluster formation is found to be very quick. Further by means of the optimization employing the particle swarm (15) there is a significant enhancement in the time-frame together with the accuracy. In this regard, special mention has to be made of the neural fuzzy techniques which gain an unsurpassable edge over the peer techniques boosted by their sterling performance.
It is established that the classification precision of the integrated neuro fuzzy classifier is relatively superior to those of the individual fuzzy and neural classifiers. To add another feather in the cap of the neuro fuzzy classifier, its convergence time period is an amazing one to the tune of (11) which can also be augmented considerably by means of integrating the Neuro -Fuzzy classifier with the Genetic algorithm, which goes a long way in scaling up the precision to a whopping (12) . The techniques Presented for the Diagnosis of Brain Tumor is shown in Table1.
Classification techniques of breast cancer on mammograms
A mammogram, in quintessence, represents a scrutiny of the breast for the vital objective of averting and diagnosing the breast cancer. In (16) (17)(18)(19)(20)(21)(22)(23) Table 2 .
Classification techniques of thyroid tumor
The classification of papillary carcinoma and medullary carcinoma cells (30) , thyroid nodules (31) to discriminate the diverse follicular derived lesions from one another (37) . The techniques presented for the diagnosis of Thyroid tumor is shown in Table 3 .
CONCLUSION
A host of medical image detection techniques have been extensively employed to make their significant contribution towards assisting the diagnosis of several ailments further precisely. In this regard, the image classification represents a daunting challenge which elegantly employs the image processing, pattern recognition and the classification techniques. In this regard, the automatic medical image classification emerges as a progressive region in the realm of the image classification, with the scope for added advancements in the days to come. In view of this, the automatic diagnosis is capable of extending a helping hand to the pathologists by furnishing them with second opinions, thereby going a long way in scaling down their workload.
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